THE KEES TO NOSSI SCHOLARSHIP

RULES AND REGULATIONS

APPLICATION REVIEW
KEES to Nossi SCHOLARSHIP

Nossi College of Art believes no creative person should, for financial reasons, be left behind in the pursuit of a college degree. Therefore, all recipients of the Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship (KEES) may also participate in the Nossi College of Art’s KEES to Nossi Scholarship Award as follows:

1. Be enrolled in a degree program at Nossi
2. Present your portfolio to the admissions team
3. Show proof of high school graduation

RECIPIENT’S NOTIFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE

All applicants will receive notification on the status of their scholarship. When the recipient accepts the scholarship, he/she agrees to abide by the rules and regulations of the scholarship committee.

CONDITIONS FOR THE SCHOLARSHIP

The college believes all scholarship recipients must maintain the high standard of academic excellence that earned them reward of the KEES Scholarship. To encourage and foster the excellence in education, the recipient must make satisfactory academic progress throughout the length of the program.

Satisfactory academic progress for the purpose of the scholarship is defined as:
   1. Maintaining a minimum “B” grade point average
   2. Pass all subjects
   3. Maintain a satisfactory attendance record as described in college catalog
   4. Meet all financial obligations

CONDITIONS FOR REVOKING THE SCHOLARSHIP

Disbursements of the scholarship will be terminated any semester if:
1. The recipient has failed to maintain the equivalent of a “B” grade point average.
2. The recipient has failed a course.
3. The recipient has not met her/his financial obligations.

Any questions about the scholarships should be directed to the Admissions Department at
KEES TO NOSSI SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD YEAR: ____________

APPLICATION REVIEW PROCESS

APPLICANT’S NAME

ADDRESS

DATE RECEIVED

HIGH SCHOOL

DATE OF GRADUATION

GPA ACT

SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE DECISION

GRANTED STUDENT’S NOTIFICATION DATE

GPA YEARLY AMOUNT: ACT YEARLY AMOUNT:

DENIED REASON

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S SIGNATURE DATE

COMMITTEE PERSON SIGNATURE DATE
KEES TO NOSSI SCHOLARSHIP AGREEMENT

$_______________________ YEARLY AMOUNT RECEIVED

__________________________________________

RECIPIENT’S NAME                                      DATE

Awarding of the scholarship is subject to the acceptance of the scholarship by the student. The recipient therefore makes the following statement:

I accept the KEES to Nossi Scholarship award beginning the _______________ semester.
I have carefully read the rules and regulations in this agreement and agree to abide by them.

__________________________________________

Student’s Signature                                      Date

__________________________________________

Parent’s Signature (if student is a minor)               Date

__________________________________________

College Director’s Signature                   Date